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Abstract— Smart homes and healthcare have increasingly       

grown more popular in the recent years. Due to the amount of            
data, it records the need for a more secure method is needed to             
ensure security and privacy. Consequently, these methods can        
also ensure security and privacy in Smart health. The intended          
outcome of this review paper is to analyze the problems which           
people might be facing related to security issues in their smart           
homes and initiate a discussion on how healthcare devices which          
come in a package by future homes are vulnerable to cyber           
attacks which will result into data breaches. By reviewing         
previous literature, this paper proposes blockchain as a method         
to improve security and privacy in smart homes and smart          
healthcare. Using this platform, we debated about the uprising         
blockchain technology which may contribute to these elements        
and how its components can assist healthcare to grow with          
complete security in mind. This research discusses how        
blockchain based solutions may give rise to future homes and          
healthcare based on an ideal framework.  

Keywords— Cybersecurity: Internet of Things (IoT), Malware,       
Data Breach/Privacy, Smart home, Smart Cities, Blockchain 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The term "Internet of stuff" is frequently used to point out           
to the chunk of the Internet that is unseen and firmly woven            
within our day to day lives. A significant number of those           
applications possess security requirements. Indeed, even      
apparently harmless data, for example, pressure and       
temperature readings may be required to be secured. Hackers         
may create a backdoor to monitor these systems, and outcome          
for systems which relied upon to this data affected initially          

such as healthcare, Supply chain management, transportation       
system network [1]. 

Furthermore, health care providers have seen the        
opportunity for a sensor networked connected towards smart        
devices that has the ability to allow those people or elderly           
with long-term illnesses, to remain in their home rather than          
staying in hospitals, this aims to cut down cost in medical and            
healthcare department [2].  

In summary, the smart home is described essentially a         
home that is equipped by Information Technology capabilities,        
that has the potential to anticipate and respond to the          
requirements of its users [3], to improve its users Comfort,          
Security, entertainment and Convenience via its management       
system inside the home and outside world for example         
healthcare and education. 

A. Healthcare: definition and perspectives 
Seeing that healthcare is one major part of our lives and           

the economy. That provoked this development of a modern         
range of smart health support which has empowered health         
checkups to be led naturally with help of IoT devices created           
for users at home[3]. 

B. Cybercrime Affected Smart Devices and Present 
Mitigation 
Cybercrime developed in the later stage 1970s as the         

computer information technology (IT) industry took place. It        
all began as spam in the long run transitioned into viruses,           
malware, and ransomware. The innovation is ending up more         
sophisticated and composed. The health industry is gaining a         
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lot of interest from cyber criminals due to the fact that it            
contains sensitive information such as Financial data and        
personal information about the patient [4]. 

Healthcare cybersecurity is a developing concern.      
Organizations are spending a lot of financing to wind up more           
coordinated, however, are not spending enough time keeping        
their software updated. The last couple of years have seen          
hacking and IT security incidents steadily rise and numerous         
healthcare organizations have struggled to protect their       
network and keep cybercriminals under control [5]. 

With a specific end goal to prevent the data leakage from           
healthcare sectors, the “Health Insurance Portability and       
Accountability Act” of 1996 (HIPAA) utilized physical also        
technical safeguards in order to ensure sensitive data is         
protected securely from cybercriminals, however, this Act is        
insufficient and we need to consider applying different        
solutions and products to mitigate the issues in the near future           
[6]. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The motivation behind this investigation is to survey past         
studies that can forestall cybercrime influencing healthcare       
and smart homes. Along these lines, we have utilized literature          
review(LR) to get the information utilized as a part of this           
research. The two research questions that have been set up for           
this objective are as per the following: 

Question 1. What kind of attack approach is the most          
well-known in smart homes and healthcare devices? 

Question 2. What are the current standards and suggested         
security platform from privacy protection perspective for the        
healthcare equipment? 

The actual research method regarding content articles was         
directed utilizing different search engines and a number of         
databases. The particular digital research resources that have        
been utilized to get the similar scientific studies usually are          
outlined throughout Table 1. Table 2 includes the terms or          
keywords which were used to be able to research almost all           
suitable sources. At last, the total numbers of articles which          
were taken are revealed within Table 3. 

TABLE I. SEARCHING METHODS 

Sources Name of the Source 

Databases 
“IEEE,Computer Science(ACM), Ebscohost, ISI, 

Science Direct, Scopus, Springer” 

Search Engines Google search for Scholars 

 

 

 

TABLE II. KEYWORDS 

Question 
Number Keywords Which Have Been Utilized 

Question 1 

Cybercrime, Cyber attack, cyber threats, Cybersecurity, 
health, ransomware, healthcare,Internet of Things, IoT, 

Security challenges, Security requirements, Security 
Solutions, Security Threats,Information Security, Internet 
of Things (IoT), IoT Architecture, Literature, Smart Home 

review, Smart device, Cloud services, Control Systems, 
Cybersecurity 

Question 2 

Blockchain, Sharing economy, Smart contract, Cloud 
Computing, Mobile Cloud Computing, Security, Privacy, 
Internet of Things (IoT), U-Healthcare Monitoring, Smart 

Homes, Smart Hospital, personal health information, 
Service-Technology-Organization-Finance model 

(STOF), Blockchain Security, Healthcare,The  Internet of 
Things(IoT) security goals 

 

TABLE III. KEYWORDS 

Study 
Questions 

Number 
reference 
retrieved 

After 
removing 
duplicates 

After 
abstract 

After 
 full-text 
scanning 

Question 1 95 67 54 19 
Question 2 140 71 60 14 

Total 235 138 114 33 
Filtering Procedure of the articles: 

1: Any related articles that were written between January         
2011 and August 2018. 

2: Articles that were available with its full-text. 

III. LITERATURE STUDY AND ANALYSIS 

The Internet of Things is usually denominated as a         
"connected" or "Smart devices", It also has the ability to          
communicate to other similar devices via, machine to        
machine(M2M) interaction, also act upon those data gathered        
from one to another [7]. 

IoT has its drawbacks we have seen massive cyber-attacks         
on connected devices in the recent years, if there’s something          
to learn from these cyber attacks is that IoT has many of            
vulnerabilities that can be exploited [8], amidst the accelerated         
development of Internet of Things, Numerous small devices        
are connected to the internet for managing and monitoring         
reasons. 

Question 1. What kind of attack approach is the most 
well-known in smart homes and healthcare devices? 

Security is a key concern within the Smart Home         
ecosystem. In numerous situations wherever smart home is        
able to store and publish delicate information to the outsiders,          
which gives information assembled inside smart homes weak        
against serious security and privacy violations [9].  

Smart homes need to satisfy six significant security        
objectives, that will frame each center security specifications        

 
 



 

toward smart home ecosystem; it must incorporate       
Confidentiality, Authentication, Integrity, Authorization,    
Availability, and Non-repudiation [10]. Security threats      
against smart home environments can be classified       
fundamentally into two categories: 

A. Internal  Threats 
● These kinds of threats originate from inside home        

system for instance, improper network configuration,      
the poor password, bugs in software [11]. 

B. External  Threats 
● These are security threats to healthcare and smart home         

internal network taken from outside fake nodes for        
instance security threats which are obtained from radio        
frequency and wireless protocols [12]. 

Passive Attacks: In a passive attack, an attacker gains         
unauthorized access to private data by checking or listening to          
its transmission without altering it [13]. There are two types of           
attacks under this class: 

▪ Eavesdropping Attack: It is possible for an attacker        
to unlawfully monitor home user traffic, such as email         
messages, Internet surfing details, and telephone      
conversations, by the Smart Home (internal network)       
and by a third party without alarming its legitimate         
communicating parties. This attack is an attack on the         
privacy of the Smart Home [14]. 

▪ Traffic Analysis: It is a passive attack whereby an         
attacker simply observes and analyze the traffic       
pattern which is generated between communication of       
two parties .it is also possible for an attacker to          
observe and analyze traffic communication between a       
smart home user and a third party [15]. This kind of           
attack is very hard to detect there's usually no trace of           
evidence that this attack has taken place. 

Active attacks: During this kind of attacks, an unauthorized         
user can change in data or can introduce malicious or data into            
the Smart home's network [16]. This can be achieved through          
the modification of transmitted or saved data or through the          
insertion of new data streams into the smart home's network          
[17, 18]. There are a total of seven subcategories of active           
attacks (1)Masquerade Attacks, (2)Replay Attacks,     
(3)Message Modification Attacks, (4)Denial-of-Service    
Attacks, (5)Interception Attacks, (6)Session-Stealing    
Attacks, and (7)Malicious Codes 

Q2. What are the current standards and suggested security 
platform from privacy protection perspective for the 
healthcare devices? 

● Security standards describe a set of physical,       
administrative and specialized activities to guarantee      
the protection, accessibility, and integrity health      
information [19]. 

● Well known PHR Architectures Wearable innovation,      
and especially mobile health can produce advanced       
supervision to wherever whenever without the      
requirement for the patient to visit the facility [19, 20]. 

● To record a medicinal history, two standard formats,        
Electronic Health Record (EHR) and Personal Health       
Record (PHR), are utilized. Whereas PHR is created by         
the patient, EHR is created and supported by the         
healthcare supplier, such as a clinic or hospital system         
[19, 21]. 

● Currently, Google healthcare service [22] and      
Microsoft [23] are the both primary PHR providers, the         
two companies provide applications that allow the       
users to control their particular PHI with the assistance         
of the IOT devices and the Internet. This way the          
different data may collect from various sources and        
recorded in the same database. 

● The user can change the content in the current record,          
and also can share the substance with family or         
healthcare providers. [22, 23, 24]. 

● This model allows specific devices to run processes on         
the user PHR data with a specific technology. In case          
of various vendors giving PHR, a set of standards must          
be applied and it enables the patient to access or          
retrieve the data with the assistance of seller's Internet         
site. Although this thing reduces the cost of innovation         
and increases its usage, it poses a substantially more         
serious risk to security and protection [25]. 

IV. The Proposed Platform 
The proposed platform using blockchain technology and       
considers the client control over the healthcare data, implying         
the ability to share data with a specific association or a           
specific person in a case to case and field bases. At the same             
time, it is essential to separate between the level of responses           
[26]. Blockchain technology has the possibility to transform        
the healthcare ecosystem in the more extensive set of         
technologies that the healthcare system uses to empower an         
interoperable, learning health system [27, 28]. 

● Improved audit logging: Since blockchain is      
dependent on recording all information on blocks and        
those blocks of immutable and transparent it can be the          
best choice to log data in the most secure manner [29].  

● Patient data as a service: One of the blockchain's         
healthcare interoperability qualities is its capability to       
supplant the possibility of a PHR in a way that makes           
patients information effortlessly accessible "as a      
service." to all and every possible third party platforms         
[30]. 

● Improving health IT application deployment: A      
blockchain system may consolidate data storage,      

 
 



 

identity schemes and smart contract applications which       
execute against shared data infrastructure [31]. 

● Connecting traditional databases in a blockchain      
environment: Managing data access by means of       
blockchain would require the change from new       
methods to bind the data onto the blockchain using the          
data from a traditional database. For example, the        
traditional databases should save data so that the        
blockchain offers users the most ideal approach to        
"decrypt" the content such an approach affirms, to the         
point that patients can control their particular data. 

The underlying blockchain protocol is secure and       
stable, to a great extent owing to the way that any           
malicious actor(s) endeavoring to modify (i.e., "attack       
and change," generally said to be as 51% attack) the          
chain would need to control a larger part of the          
computing power related with the blockchain [32, 33]. 

Implementing security of Smart home (IoT) by the        
means of blockchain has quite a significant amount of         
challenges. These challenges include low scalability      
[34]. 

We proposed the Protech Future Systems Token, this        
token will improve security and privacy by       
challenging the existing difficulties and make the       
process specifically designed for data privacy and       
secrecy on portable smart healthcare system. 

A blockchain structured Smart future home has been         
created for an accurate purpose which is to keep         
transaction that is certainly created through units and        
stores the information. The transaction to and through        
the intelligent future home is kept in the local         
non-public blockchain. The user or the service provider        
can generate an access transaction to access the actual         
cloud system storage space Furthermore, an observe       
transaction will be produced through the user as well as          
service provider in order to monitor an IoT device data          
periodically. To add a brand new unit may be         
accomplished with a genesis transaction in order to        
remove a computer device might be taken away using a          
eliminate transaction. All the mention transactions      
utilize a distributed key in order to safeguarded the         
particular transmission and lightweight hashing can be       
used in order to discover just about any modification or          
changes within the written content while the transaction        
is taking place. 

 
CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this review paper was to monetize          
the trends in the smart home, healthcare and the         
cybersecurity issues related to this topic. It is clear         
from the research reviewed that security is a very         
important aspect of our daily lives as well as in          
upcoming technologies. The research is mainly done in        

smart homes and healthcare sectors since cyberattacks       
are the uprising issues happening in today’s       
technologies. As the technologies are evolving, there is        
more need for security to protect the privacy of the          
users. The issues that are discussed in this review paper          
are how smart homes are helpful as well as how the           
security in smart homes are weak enough for the         
hackers to find vulnerabilities which result in data        
breaches. Same goes for the health care as they have          
lots of confidential data from their patients and        
nowadays a number of healthcare service providers are        
being victims of cyber-attacks. The base of our        
research study the best solution and mitigation to these         
problems are blockchain technology. Blockchains     
underlying technology provides a powerful, flexible      
and secure platform that can support many types of         
sensitive transactions where privacy and reliability are       
critical. 
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